Batik Tie-Dyeing

Batik dyeing gives a lot of you control over the design of your t-shirt. To complete this activity, you'll need: a white/light cotton tee, acrylic or fabric paints, small cups, paintbrushes, cardboard, Elmer's glue (preferably gel glue), and wax paper.

1. Design t-shirt using inspiration from nature or create your own design.
2. Slide cardboard into t-shirt.
3. Use glue to create design and let glue dry.
4. Put a little acrylic paint in small, disposable cups and thin with water.
5. Paint tee in whatever colors you prefer. Be sure to paint over and between glue.
7. Soak tee in hot/warm water for 10 mins, and rub to remove the glue.
8. Wash and hang dry
9. Wear!

To see the Youtube video, visit https://youtu.be/YDN8hBD4i30